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[1] This study proposes new parameterizations of diapycnal mixing by reanalyzing the
results of previous laboratory and numerical experiments on homogeneous stably stratified
shear flows. Unlike previous studies that use either the turbulent Froude number Fr or
gradient Richardson number Rig, this study parameterizes nondimensional momentum
and buoyancy fluxes as functions of Fr and a turbulent shear number Sh, in order to
quantify individual effects of shear and stratification. Turbulent momentum flux is
found to depend linearly on Sh and to decrease monotonically with decreasing Fr.
Turbulent buoyancy flux has a peak at moderate Fr. With increasing Sh, it decreases
and increases at high and low Fr, respectively. The increase of Sh also cause relatively
small but significant decreases of nondimensional turbulent properties, such as the
nondimensional conversion rate of turbulent potential energy to background potential
energy. The proposed parameterizations lie within the scatter of limited available field
data. The parameterizations may be reduced to Rig-based ones by incorporating the
relationship between Rig and turbulence intensity observed in the field. Existing stability
functions for two-equation turbulent closure schemes are found to over-predict mixing
efficiency at low Fr.

Citation: Shimizu, K. (2012), Parameterizing individual effects of shear and stratification on mixing in stably stratified shear
flows, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C03030, doi:10.1029/2011JC007514.

1. Introduction

[2] Parameterizing diapycnal mixing in stratified shear
flows is an essential component in a variety of problems in
oceanography, geophysical fluid dynamics, and associated
engineering. Some examples include thermohaline circula-
tion; momentum, heat, and mass transfer across boundary
layers; and fate and transport of sediment particles, nutrients,
and pollutants.
[3] The effects of stratification on turbulence are often

analyzed using the turbulent Froude number Fr or the gra-
dient Richardson number Rig in laboratory studies [e.g.,
Rohr et al., 1984, 1988b; Yoon and Warhaft, 1990], Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) or Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) studies [e.g., Holt et al., 1992; Kaltenbach et al.,
1994; Shih et al., 2000, 2005], and field studies [e.g.,
Peters et al., 1995; Stacey et al., 1999; Yeates, 2008]. These
nondimensional numbers are defined as

Fr ¼ q

Nl
; Rig ¼ N2

S2
; ð1Þ

where l is some characteristic length scale of turbulence
(discussed later), q is the magnitude of turbulent velocity

fluctuation, N is the buoyancy frequency, and S is the shear.
Fr and Rig are a common choice for unsheared and sheared
stratified flows, respectively, and Fr has also been found
useful for sheared flows [Kaltenbach et al., 1994; Shih et al.,
2000]. However, parameterizations in terms of either Fr or
Rig miss some important effects in stratified and sheared
turbulence: Fr may be seen as a ratio of turbulence time scale
relative to the buoyancy frequency and is independent of
shear, whereas Rig measures relative effects of background
shear and stratification and is independent of turbulence.
[4] One way to develop more comprehensive mixing

parameterizations is to use more than one nondimensional
variable, including a measure of shear relative to turbulence.
Such a nondimensional variable is

Sh ¼ Sl

q
; ð2Þ

which is often defined with the length scale

ld ¼ q3

ɛ
: ð3Þ

This nondimensional variable is referred as the shear
number in this study (the notation Sh is from Kaltenbach
et al. [1994]). It is one of the important nondimensional
parameters in unstratified shear flows, and it takes a rela-
tively narrow range of values around 10 in the fully devel-
oped stage of homogeneous shear flows at high Reynolds
numbers [e.g., Rogallo, 1981; Tavoularis and Karnik, 1989;
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Lee et al., 1990]. (Note that the terminal value tends to be ≈9
in unstratified shear flows [Rohr et al., 1988a; Tavoularis
and Karnik, 1989], but ≈11 in stratified shear flows [Rohr
et al., 1988b; Shih et al., 2000, 2005].) However, Sh is
included in the analysis of stratified shear flows relatively
recently [Jacobitz et al., 1997; Piccirillo and van Atta, 1997;
Shih et al., 2000, 2005], and as far as I am aware, there is no
mixing parameterization in terms of both Sh and Fr (or Rig)
based on experimental results. Stability functions for two-
equation closure schemes [e.g., Kantha and Clayson, 1994;
Canuto et al., 2001] are examples of such parameterizations,
but they are inconsistent with experimental data under strong
stratification, as shown later in this study.
[5] To develop a mixing parameterization that includes the

effects of both shear and stratification, it is natural to use Sh
and Fr, considering stratified shear flows as a general case of
unstratified shear flows and unsheared stratified flows. The
shear effects represented by Sh are not captured well by a
parameterization based only on Rig. To see this, note that Sh,
Fr, and Rig are connected by the relationship [Kaltenbach
et al., 1994]

Rig ¼ Sh�2Fr�2; ð4Þ

provided that the same length scale is used for Sh and Fr.
The results of this study suggest that if (3) is used to
define Sh and Fr, Sh typically varies by a factor of 2 � 3
and Fr by orders of magnitude. This means that the vari-
ation of Fr or Rig is dominant, and relatively small but
significant effects due to the variation of Sh need to be
considered separately.
[6] The choice of length scale l is a critical factor that

changes the outcome of mixing parameterizations based on
these nondimensional numbers. In studies of stratified flows,
it is common to use Ellison scale lE [Ellison, 1957] or
Thorpe displacement scale lT [Thorpe, 1977], whereas
studies of unstratified shear flows use ld to define Sh.
(Hereafter, the subscripts E, T, and d are used to denote
variables defined with lE, lT, and ld, respectively.) This study
uses ld for both Sh and Fr to take advantage of the relatively
small variation in Shd and relationship (4), which allow us to
convert the resulting parameterizations to Rig-based ones.
Although there is a close relationship between Frd and Rig as
mentioned above, the use of Frd is more advantageous
because both unsheared and sheared cases may be combined
to develop one parameterization common to both cases. The
use of ld has another advantage that in unstratified cases,
Frd → ∞ whereas FrE and FrT are undefined. In order to
avoid dealing with infinity in unstratified cases, Frd

�1 is used
instead of Frd in the rest of this paper, following Kaltenbach
et al. [1994].
[7] One approach to parameterize mixing is to analyze the

results of laboratory experiments, DNS, and LES on strati-
fied shear flows. An advantage of this approach is the
availability of averaged turbulent quantities under controlled
mean flow conditions, unlike microstructure measurements
in the field that capture only a ‘snapshot’ of evolving tur-
bulence, that results in large scatter due to its patchness and
intermittency. Such parameterizations may not be applicable
to field conditions because of, for example, large Reynolds
number difference, inhomogeneity, and the presence of sto-
chastic internal waves [e.g., Gregg, 1989; Kunze et al.,

1990; Polzin et al., 1995; Polzin, 1996]. There are also
many sources of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) other than
mean shear in the field, such as wind stirring in a surface
mixed layer, surface wave breaking [Drennan et al., 1996;
Terray et al., 1996], topographically induced internal waves
[Toole et al., 1994; Polzin et al., 1997; Ledwell et al., 2000;
Moum et al., 2002], and shear-induced static instability in
bottom boundary layers [Moum et al., 2004; Lorke et al.,
2005]. Nonetheless, shear is one of the important sources
of TKE, and some turbulent quantities, such as length scale
ratios and so-called mixing efficiencies, are comparable in
laboratory or numerical experiments and in the field [e.g.,
Smyth et al., 2001]. It is also easier to investigate a new
aspect in an idealized condition, and the results would pro-
vide insight toward a better understanding of more general
cases, such as field conditions.
[8] The purpose of this study is to develop parameteriza-

tions of mixing that include individual effects of shear and
stratification, represented by Shd and Frd

�1. This is done by
reanalyzing the results of previous laboratory and numerical
experiments on (nearly) homogeneous stratified and sheared
turbulence because many data sets are available and it is the
simplest case in stratified shear flows. Since turbulence is
driven by mean shear in these experiments, this choice
excludes mixing driven by stochastic internal waves from
the scope of this study. The proposed parameterizations are
compared with limited field data to assess potential appli-
cability of the proposed parameterizations to the field. It is
also shown that the parameterization may be reduced to an
Rig-based ones, provided that a simple relationship exists in
the field between Frd

�1 or Rig and the turbulent Reynolds
number

Red ¼ q4

nɛ
; ð5Þ

where n is the molecular kinetic viscosity.
[9] This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

a theoretical background to introduce relationships used to
constrain the proposed parameterizations. Section 3 briefly
describes the data sets analyzed in this study. The para-
meterizations of turbulent quantities are developed in
section 4. The results are compared to some field data in
section 5, and used to develop Rig-based parameterizations
in section 6. Implications of the results to hydrodynamic
modeling and field data analysis are discussed in section 7,
followed by brief conclusions.

2. Theoretical Background

[10] Following previous studies on homogeneous stably
stratified shear flows, data analysis in this study is based on
the standard equations of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE)
and (available) Turbulent Potential Energy (TPE). As in
previous studies, mean flow is assumed unidirectional, and
coordinates x, y, and z are taken in the longitudinal, trans-
verse, and vertical directions, respectively. Velocity com-
ponents, (u, v, w), and density, r, are decomposed into mean
and turbulent components; for example u ¼ uþ u′ , where
the over bar denotes appropriate mean and the prime denotes
turbulent fluctuation. Mean velocity, u, and mean density, r,
are assumed to vary linearly with z, such that ∂u=∂z ¼ S and
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∂r=∂z ¼ �g�1rN2. Mixing is assumed to be so slow that N2

may be assumed constant. Stratification is assumed to be due
to either temperature or salt. Then, TKE and TPE equations
are given by [e.g., Rohr et al., 1988b; Holt et al., 1992]

∂EK

∂t
¼ P � b� ɛ; ð6aÞ

∂EP

∂t
¼ b� ɛP; ð6bÞ

where t is the time, EK ¼ q2=2 ¼ ui′ui′=2 is the TKE, EP ¼
g2r′2 2r2N 2

� ��1
is the TPE, P ¼ �u′w′S is the rate of tur-

bulence production, b ¼ gr�1r′w′ is the turbulent buoyancy
flux, ɛ ¼ n ∂ui′=∂xk

� �
∂ui′=∂xk
� �

is the rate of TKE dissipa-

tion, ɛP ¼ g2c 2r2N 2
� ��1

is the rate of TPE dissipation, c ¼
2k ∂r′=∂xk

� �
∂r′=∂xk
� �

is the destruction rate of density

variance r′2 , and k is the thermal diffusivity. Here, index
notation, (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z) and (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w), is
used for convenience, and the summation rule applies to
repeated indices. Not only P and b but also ɛP provides a
measure of mixing, because ɛP is an irreversible conversion
rate of TPE to Background Potential Energy (BPE) [Winters
et al., 1995]. Note that ɛP used in this study is an experi-
mental proxy for the conversion rate, because it must be
referenced to stratification that has minimum potential
energy attainable through adiabatic adjustments but it is
difficult to do in laboratory experiments (and in the field
[e.g., Smyth et al., 2001]).
[11] In fully developed homogeneous stably stratified

shear flows, turbulence properties, such as EK, EP, and u′w′,
grow or decay exponentially; however, a ratio of turbulence
properties, such as u′w′=q2 and EP/EK, approaches a constant
value, and the flow becomes dynamically self-similar (or
self-preserving or structural equilibrium) [Champagne et al.,
1970; Tavoularis and Karnik, 1989; Shih et al., 2000]. (Note
that constant EP/EK implies equal relative growth rates of
TKE and TPE; i.e., EK

�1 ∂EK/∂t = EP
�1 ∂EP/∂t.) Therefore, it

is convenient to eliminate the variation due to change in
turbulence intensity. Assuming exponentially growing or
decaying turbulence and equal relative growth rates for TKE
and TPE, (6a) and (6b) yield

1

2
g ¼ �B13Shd � G� 1; ð7aÞ

1

2
ag ¼ G� Gd ; ð7bÞ

where the following nondimensional variables are introduced

�B13 ¼ � u′w′

q2
¼ P

ɛ
Sh�1

d ; G ¼ b

ɛ
; Gd ¼ ɛP

ɛ
; ð8aÞ

a ¼ EP

EK
; g ¼ q2

ɛEK

∂EK

∂t
¼ q2

ɛEP

∂EP

∂t
: ð8bÞ

In the above equations, Bij ¼ ui′uj′=q
2 � dij=3 (dij is the

Kronecker delta) are the normalized anisotropic components
of the Reynolds stress, G is the variable often refereed as

mixing efficiency in oceanography [e.g., Osborn, 1980;
Oakey, 1985], a and Gd are the partition coefficients of tur-
bulent energy and dissipation rate, respectively, and g is the
nondimensional exponential growth rate. Note that the
assumption of equal relative growth rates (hence (7a) and
(7b)) is found to hold for well-developed decaying shear
flows (i.e., not in a self-similar state, and other nondimen-
sional variables evolve in time) analyzed in this study. This
assumption does not hold for the unsheared flows in general,
but we may choose data points that satisfy the condition. The
growth rate is usually normalized by S for shear flows and
N for unsheared stratified flows [Harris et al., 1977;
Itsweire et al., 1986], but it is normalized here by ɛ/q2 to
make parameterizations applicable to both unsheared and
unstratified cases.
[12] Some more relationships are useful to develop mixing

parameterizations. The Ellison scale lE, (isotropic version of)
buoyancy scale lB [Peters et al., 1995], and Ozmidov scale
lO are defined as

lE ¼ � r′2
1=2

∂r=∂z
; lB ¼ q

N
; lO ¼ ɛ

N3

� �1=2
; ð9Þ

so the length scale ratios, lE/ld, lE/lB, and lE/lO, can be written
as

lE
ld

¼ lEɛ
q3

¼ a1=2Frd ;
lE
lB

¼ a1=2;
lE
lO

¼ a1=2Fr�1=2
d : ð10Þ

Normalized eddy viscosity nt and diffusivity kt are given by

ntS2

ɛ
¼ �B13Shd ;

ktN2

ɛ
¼ G; ð11Þ

so the flux Richardson number Rif = b/P and the turbulent
Prandtl number Prt = kt/nt are expressed as

Rif ¼ G
�B13Shd

; Prt ¼ Rig
Rif

¼ �B13Fr�2
d

GShd
: ð12Þ

Note that there is another common definition Rif = G/(G + 1)
[e.g., Rohr et al., 1984; Ivey and Imberger, 1991], but (12) is
used in this study because it is more convenient in developing
the parameterizations. Note also that Rif → ∞ as Shd → 0
with this definition, because Shd = 0 and G = 0 in unsheared
stratified flows. However, Rif is usually considered to have
an upper limit in shear flows. This is probably because there
is a lower limit of Shd given by (�B13)

�1 ( = 6.25 assuming
�B13 = 0.16) in turbulence sustained by shear, which can be
obtained by assuming g = G = 0 in (7a).

3. Data Sets

[13] The results of previous laboratory and numerical
experiments on (nearly) homogeneous stably stratified shear
flows are compiled for this study (Table 1). Homogeneous
unstratified shear flows and unsheared stratified flows are
included as special cases of stratified shear flows. The data
are classified into three categories: ‘self-similar shear flows’,
‘decaying shear flows’, and ‘unsheared flows’. Homoge-
neous shear flows eventually develop to a self-similar stage,
in which Shd approaches a narrow range of values around 10
provided that the Reynolds number is high. In unsheared
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flows, turbulence decays exponentially but the dynamic
balance does not approach a self-similar state. Such decay-
ing behavior has also been noticed in high Rig shear flows
by Kaltenbach et al. [1994], and the DNS database of Shih
et al. [2000, 2005] supports their observation. Contrary,
water channel experiments by Stillinger [1981] indicate that
high Rig flows approach a self-similar state with terminal
Shd being close to 10. The characteristics of fully developed
conditions in strongly stratified shear flows is unclear at this
stage; however, it is clear that turbulence decays exponen-
tially and a becomes constant in time, so these cases are
included in this study and classified as ‘decaying shear
flows’.
[14] The following general rules are applied to make the

data sets as homogeneous as possible. High Reynolds
number cases are chosen to minimize viscous effects. For the
self-similar shear flows, only data at large nondimensional
time (St ≥ 8) are used so that the flow is as close to a self-
similar state as possible. For the decaying stratified shear
flows, data points in well-developed conditions (with con-
stant a) are used. This corresponds to x/M ≥ 20 (M is the
spacing between rods or grids used to generate turbulence)
for water channel experiments by Stillinger [1981] and St ≥
5 for DNS by Shih et al. [2000, 2005]. For unsheared flows,
only data points that have approximately equal (within 30%)
growth rates of TKE and TPE are used due to an assumption
made in the theoretical development. Data points near the
grid (x/M < 20) are excluded since the flow has not adjusted
to background stratification [Lienhard and van Atta, 1990].
It should be noted that in strongly stratified flows, turbulence
properties, particularly b, show an oscillatory behavior with
a period close to p/N [Gerz et al., 1989; Lienhard and van
Atta, 1990]. Large scatter associated with such an

Table 1. Summary of Data Sets Analyzed in This Study

Article Typea Source Notes

Self-Similar Shear Flows
Tavoularis and Corrsin [1981] Wind tunnel Tables 4 and 6 x/h = 11; c estimated from (A1)b

Rogers and Moin [1987] DNS Web repositoryc St = 12, 14, …; Runs: u, w, x
Rohr et al. [1988a] Water channel Tables 1 and 2 of Tavoularis and Karnik [1989]
Rohr et al. [1988b] Water channel Appendix 2 of Rohr [1985] St ≥ 8d; v′2 ¼ 27=73ð Þ u′2 þ w′2

� �
is assumed;

c estimated from (A1)e,f

Tavoularis and Karnik [1989] Wind tunnel Tables 1 and 2 Cases A � K
Kaltenbach et al. [1994] LES (Pr = 1) Table 1 Rig = 0, 0.13, 0.25; St = 8, 10, 12
Shih et al. [2000, 2005] DNS (Pr = 0.72) Database from authors Runs: bg, bh, bi, bj, bk, bl, bo, bp, bq, br, bu, bv,

bw, bx, bz, ek, el, em, fa, fb, fc, fd, fe, ff, fg, fh, fl,
fp, fz; St = 9, 11, …g

Decaying Shear Flows
Stillinger [1981] Water channel Table B-11 � 13 x/M = 20,30d; v′2 ¼ 27=73ð Þ u′2 þ w′2

� �
assumed

Kaltenbach et al. [1994] LES (Pr = 1) Table 1 Rig = 0.5, 1.0; St = 8, 10, 12
Shih et al. [2000, 2005] DNS (Pr = 0.72) Database from authors Runs: ba, bb, bc, bd, en, eo, fi, fo, fq, fr; St = 6 � 7,

8 � 9, … for b series, 5 � 7, 7 � 9, … for the resth

Unsheared Flows
Itsweire et al. [1986] Water channel Table 2 x/M ≥ 20d; v′2 ¼ u′2 assumed
Lienhard and van Atta [1990] Wind tunnel Tables 1 � 4 x/M ≥ 20i; v′2 ¼ u′2 assumed

aStratifying agent is temperature for all the wind tunnel experiments and salt for all the water channel experiments.
bRig = 1.37 � 10�4 is calculated from the values in Table 4 of Tavoularis and Corrsin [1981].
cSee http://www.efluids.com/efluids/databases/agard.html.
dOnly data points corresponding to ‘overturning motion’ that satisfy ɛ/(nN2) > 15 (but ɛ/(nN2) > 21 for M = 0.0381 m cases of Itsweire et al. [1986]) are

used.
eHere c is estimated only when r′2 is approximately constant in time, as done in the paper.
fHere r′2 is divided by 2 for reasons explained in Appendix A.
gResults just before reaching odd values of St are used to minimize alias errors due to remeshing.
hData are averaged over specified intervals.
iData during ‘stratification overshoot’ are excluded.

Figure 1. Scatterplots of (a) Red versus Shd and (b) Red
versus Frd

�2. In Figure 1b, solid line indicates slope of 1.
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oscillation is minimized as follows. For DNS experiments,
nondimensional parameters are calculated and then averaged
in time. For water channel experiments, only data points that
satisfy the minimum ɛ/(nN2) criteria used by Itsweire et al.
[1986] and Ivey and Imberger [1991] are retained. For
wind tunnel experiments by Lienhard and van Atta [1990],
data points corresponding to the ‘stratification overshoot’ are
excluded. Further details on processing of each data set are
given in Appendix A.
[15] The ranges of Red, Shd, and Frd

�1 covered by the data
sets are shown in Figure 1. Shd ranges from 8 to 15 in the
self-similar shear flows, but reaches as low as ≈3 in the
decaying shear flows (Figure 1a). Unfortunately, there is a
strong correlation between Red and Frd

�1 (Figure 1b), and
parameterizations based on Frd

�1 may include systematic Red
effects. This is elaborated in the discussion. Since the initial
Reynolds number is limited in the experiments, the decaying
shear flows and unsheared flows unavoidably have lower
Red, and the results are not free from Reynolds number
effects, as shown later.

4. Parameterizing Nondimensional Turbulent
Quantities

[16] The goal of this study is to parameterize the nondi-
mensional turbulent fluxes, P/ɛ = �B13Shd and b/ɛ = G, and
the nondimensional conversion rate of TPE to BPE, Gd, in
terms of Shd and Frd

�1. Initially, attempts were made to
parameterize these parameters directly, but such attempts
failed. One reason is the difficulty in distinguishing Shd and
Frd

�1 dependences due to large scatter of buoyancy flux b.
Another reason is that various nondimensional variables
introduced in section 2 are related to each other, and careless
parameterizations of �B13, G, and Gd result in unphysical
behaviors of other variables. In this study, it is decided to
exploit the fact that only three independent functions f1 � f3
are required to quantify the five nondimensional variables in
(8a) and (8b), constrained by equations (7a) and (7b). We
may choose to parameterize variables that have clearer
dependence on Shd and Frd

�1 with less scatter. By taking an
approach similar to Munk and Anderson [1948], we can also
constrain parameterizations by (1) known behaviors of lE/ld,
a, Prt, and Rif; (2) positiveness of Rif, a, and Gd; and (3) the
governing equations (7a) and (7b). The three fitted functions
then provide five variables in (8a) and (8b).

[17] The details of the choice of f1 � f3 and fitting proce-
dure are explained in the following. Readers who are not
interested in the details may go to section 4.4; the summary
of constraints and resulting parameterizations are given in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

4.1. Choosing f1 � f3
[18] We need to set f1 = �B13 because �B13 is the only

parameter required in unstratified shear flows. In this study,
f2 and f3 are related to Gd and a since b has large scatter and
growth rates are less available than q2, r′2 , ɛ, and ɛP. We
choose f2 = Gd because Gd has a clearer trend than a, and it is
available from common microstructure measurements. The
choice of f3 needs some care. This can be shown by

Rif ¼ 1

1þ a
Gd � a
�B13Shd

þ a
� �

; ð13Þ

which is derived by deleting g from (7a) and (7b). Since
�B13 decreases rapidly with increasing Frd

�1 (shown later)

Table 2. Summary of Constraints Used to Develop Frd
�1

Dependence of f1 � f3
a

Physical Constraint Constraint on f1 � f3

Limit of Low Frd
�1

lE/ld constant f2 ∝ Frd
�2

Prt constant f3 ∝ Frd
�2

Limit of High Frd
�1

a constant f2 ∝ Frd
0

Rif constant (Prt ∝ Rig) f3 ∝ Frd
0

All Range of Frd
�1

� B13 > 0 0 < f1
0 ≤ Rif < ∞, 0 ≤ a < ∞ 0 ≤ f3 ≤ f2/f1

aDefined in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of Proposed Parameterizations in Terms of
Shd = q2S/ɛ and Frd

�1 = q2N/ɛa

Variable Expression

Derived Constants

C2
W �B13;0

Shd0Prt0
� �B13;0Shd0 � 1
� �

lE=ld
� �2

0

C2
S a0

C3
W 1

Shd0Prt0
� Shd0 lE=ld

� �2
0

C3
S ((1 + a0)Rif0 � a0)Shd0

Fitted Variables
f1 = � B13 �B13,0 exp(� C1Frd

�n1)

f2 = Gd ((C2
Wg2

WFrd
�2)�n2 + (C2

S)�n2)�1/n2,
g2
W = exp(� A2

W(Shd � Shd0))

f3 ((C3
Wg3

WFrd
�2)�n3 + (C3

Sg3
S)�n3)�1/n3,

g3
W,S = exp(� A3

W,S(Shd � Shd0))

Derived Variables
P/ɛ f1Shd

G = b/ɛ f1
f2 � f1f3
� �

Shd þ f3
1þ f2 � f1f3

Rif
f2 � f1f3 þ f3Sh

�1
d

1þ f2 � f1f3

Prt
1þ f2 � f1f3

f2 � f1f3 þ f3Sh
�1
d

Sh�2
d Fr�2

d

a = (lE/lB)
2 f2 � f1f3

lE/ld (f2 � f1f3)
1/2Frd

lE/lO (f2 � f1f3)
1/2Frd

�1/2

g 2
f1Shd � 1� f2
1þ f2 � f1f3

aFollowing fitting parameters are obtained for data sets in Table 1 with a
reference shear number of Shd0 = 10: (lE/ld)0 = 0.09, Prt0 = 0.8, a0 = 0.35,
Rif 0 = 0.3, (n1, n2, n3) = (3, 2, 2), (A2

W, A3
W, A3

S) = (0.2, 0.2, 0.07), and
C1 = 0.005. Here �B13,0 = 0.16 is taken from Rohr et al. [1988b] and
Tavoularis and Karnik [1989]. The parameterizations are valid for Shd =
0 � 15, provided that the flow have approximately equal growth rates of
TKE and TPE.
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and Gd � a can be negative, one must be careful to assure
finiteness (for Shd > 0) and positiveness of Rif. It is most
convenient to set Gd � a being proportional to � B13, so that
Rif remain finite for high Frd

�1. Therefore, we set

f3 ¼ Gd � að Þ=f1 > 0ð Þ: ð14Þ

4.2. Constraints on f2 and f3
[19] The Frd

�1 dependence of f2 and f3 can be determined
from the following four constraints. First, it is known that
lE/ld = lEɛ/q

3 is approximately constant for active turbu-
lence that is only weakly affected by stratification [Ivey
and Imberger, 1991; Schumann and Gerz, 1995], and
(10) implies a ∝ Frd

�2 for low Frd
�1. Second, in stratified

turbulence, lE is commonly considered to grow up to lO
(within a factor of O(1)) from laboratory experiments

[Stillinger et al., 1983; Itsweire et al., 1986; Rohr et al.,
1988b] and numerical experiments [Smyth et al., 2001;
Shih et al., 2005]. However, the data analyzed in this
study suggests that lE grows up to lB (shown later).
We choose lE/lB � constant based on available data, and
(10) implies a ∝ Frd

0 for high Frd
�1. Since f1 � 1 for high

Frd
�1, (14) then implies f2 = Gd ∝ Frd

0. Third, Rif has to
be significantly less than one for shear driven flows, and
(13) implies f3 ∝ Frd

0 for high Frd
�1 using a ∝ Frd

0. Fourth,
Prt becomes constant under weak stratification [e.g., Shih
et al., 2005; Zilitinkevich et al., 2008]. From (12), (13), and
(14), Prt can be written as

Prt ¼ 1þ a
f3 Sh

�1
d þ a

Sh�2
d Fr�2

d : ð15Þ

For low Frd
�1, we have a ∝ Frd

�2, so constant Prt (indepen-
dent of Frd

�1) requires f3 ∝ Frd
�2. Then, this relation,

a ∝ Frd
�2, and (14) require f2 = Gd ∝ Frd

�2 for low Frd
�1. In

order to have a > 0, there is also a constraint

f2 > f1 f3 ≥0ð Þ: ð16Þ

4.3. Details of Fitting Process

[20] First, f1 is determined from �B13 (Figure 2). The data
show clearly the suppression of �B13 by stratification
(Figure 2a). The Frd

�1 dependence is well described by log
(f1) ∝ Frd

�3. Low Shd and high Frd
�1 data appear to show

some Shd dependence, but this is not parameterized consid-
ering the uncertainty. Figure 2c shows �B13/f1, which indi-
cates a fitting error, as a function of Red. Unfortunately,
there is a bias at low Red. In this study, the bias is corrected
using the curve shown in the figure. After this Red correc-
tion, the parameterization agrees with most of the data
within a factor of 1.2.
[21] Second, the functional form of f2 is determined as

follows. Gd increases with increasing Frd
�1 to a maximum

value, and Shd dependence appears only in the low Frd
�1

regime (Figures 3a and 3b). Extrapolation of the slope for
low Shd to Shd = 0 agrees with unsheared cases within the
scatter, indicating that sheared and unsheared cases can be
treated together (Figure 3b). For fitting, a functional form
f2 = C2Frd

m (m = �2 or 0) is assumed from the constraints
discussed above. The fitting parameter C2 in the limits of
low and high Frd

�1 (referred as C2
W and C2

S, respectively) are
initially obtained separately for a reference shear number of
Shd0 = 10, and the functions at the two limits are interpolated
later to get a function for a full range of Frd

�1 (black line in
Figure 3a). Then, Shd dependence is introduced by multi-
plying C2

W by a exponential function of Shd. Since uncer-
tainty is large in this fitting, a relatively small fitting
parameter is chosen, not to exaggerate Shd dependence. For
unsheared cases, there is a clear offset between data points
from salt-stratified water channel experiments by Itsweire
et al. [1986] and temperature-stratified wind tunnel
experiments by Lienhard and van Atta [1990]. This may
be due to the difference of (molecular) Prandtl number
Pr = n/k, but such a difference does not appear in the
analyzed shear flow data. In this study, f2 is fitted between
the two data sets. There is no clear Red dependence, and
most data points lie within a factor of 1.2 from the

Figure 2. Dependence of �B13 on (a) Frd
�3, (b) Shd, and

(c) Red. In Figures 2a and 2b, color shows range of Shd
and Frd

�3, respectively. In Figure 2c, �B13 is normalized
by f1, indicating fitting errors ( = 1 for perfect fit). Shading
indicates fitting within a factor of 1.2. Since �B13 clearly
decreases with Red, Red effects are corrected by the curve
shown in the panel (analytical expression is
(1 + (150Red

�1)2)�1/2). The lower ends and upper ends
(with symbols) of vertical lines show values before and
after this correction, respectively. Solid lines show pro-
posed parameterization. See Table 3 for a definition of f1.
See Figure 1 for symbols.
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parameterization (Figure 3c). Note that Shd dependence is
necessary to achieve such a good fit.
[22] Third, f3 is determined by plotting (Gd � a)/f1,

although this variable unavoidably has large scatter partic-
ularly at high Frd

�1 (Figures 3d and 3e). Hence, only data
points for Frd

�2 < 70 are used for this fitting. (Gd � a)/f1 has
Shd and Frd

�1 dependences similar to Gd. A difference is that
(Gd � a)/f1 has a weak Shd dependence at high Frd

�1

(Figure 3e). This can be seen from unsheared flows having
larger values than shear flows on average, despite large
scatter in both cases. (Gd � a)/f1 tends to be smaller for low
Red (Figure 3f), which is probably related to Red effects on
vertical velocity (Appendix B). Red effects are not corrected
due to the unclear trend, but the fitting aims larger values
within the scatter. f3 is parameterized following the similar
process used to determine f2, except that different Shd
dependence is applied to the low and high Frd

�1 regimes.
Fitting error is large due to noisy nature of the variable and
the Red effects (Figure 3f), but parameterized a is within a
factor of 1.4 from most of the data (Figure A1). Note that
including Shd dependence clearly improves the fit for low
Frd

�1 (Figure 4c).

[23] Having constructed f1 � f3, other nondimensional
variables can be derived using (7a) and (7b), as summarized
in Table 3. To calculate G, g is derived by adding two
equations in (7a) and (7b), and substituting the resulting g
back into (7a) and (7b). Taking the limits of low and high
Frd

�1, we may relate fitting parameters C2
W, C2

S, C3
W, and C3

S to
more physically meaningful variables using the following
relationships: For low Frd

�1

lE=ldð Þ2 � CW
2 � �B13;0

� �
CW
3 ; Prt � Sh�2

d

CW
2 þ CW

3 Sh�1
d � �B13;0

� �� � ;
ð17aÞ

and for high Frd
�1

a � CS
2 ; Rif � CS

2 þ CS
3Sh

�1
d

1þ CS
2

; ð17bÞ

where �B13,0 is �B13 at Frd
�1 = 0. These relationships are

used to calculate C2
W, C2

S, C3
W, and C3

S from limiting (con-
stant) values of lE/ld and Prt at low Frd

�1, and a and Rif at
high Frd

�1 with a reference Shd of 10 (Figure 4 and Table 3).

Figure 3. Dependence of (a–c) Gd and (d–f) (Gd � a)/f1 (for Frd
�2 < 70) on Frd

�2 (Figures 3a and 3d), Shd
(Figures 3b and 3e), and Red (Figures 3c and 3f). In Figures 3a and 3d, color shows range of Shd in the
same scale, and in Figures 3b and 3e that of Frd

�2. In Figures 3c and 3f, Gd and (Gd � a)/f1 are normalized
by f2 and f3, respectively, indicating fitting errors (= 1 for perfect fit). In Figure 3c, shading indicates fitting
within a factor of 1.2. Solid lines show proposed parameterizations with common Shd for Figures 3a and 3d
and common Frd

�2 for Figures 3b and 3e. See Table 3 for a definition of f2 and f3. See Figure 1 for symbols.
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The parameter set satisfies (16). Due to the scatter of data
points within a data set, different trend or bias between data
sets, and Red effects, fitting coefficients were obtained
visually only for the nearest first digit, unless a second digit
of 5 is required to eliminate clear and large bias.

4.4. Proposed Parameterizations

[24] The proposed parameterizations for nondimensional
momentum flux P/ɛ and buoyancy flux G = b/ɛ are given in
Table 3. The suppression of turbulence production by strati-
fication is parameterized well, and the parameterization of
b/ɛ captures the trend in the data (see below), considering
the large scatter (Figure 5). The valid range of Shd is 0 �
15 from the available range of Shd, but note that they have
limited applicability to unsheared stratified flows because
of the assumption of equal relative growth rates for TKE
and TPE.
[25] A new result in the proposed parameterizations is the

explicit parameterization of Shd dependence of b/ɛ. The data
shows that b/ɛ has a peak at moderate Frd

�1, and the location
shifts toward higher Frd

�1 with increasing Shd (Figures 5c
and 5e). b/ɛ is larger for lower Shd when Frd

�1 is low
(Figures 5c and 5d), but larger for higher Shd when Frd

�1 is
high (Figures 5e and 5f). The proposed parameterization
captures these behaviors. It also predicts a maximum at
moderate Shd, but this could not be confirmed due to the
scarcity of data for high Shd.
[26] The measured and parameterized Gd, lE/ld, Prt, a, and

Rif are compared in Figures 3a–3c and 4. They agree well,
except that the parameterizations underestimate lE/ld and a
from Stillinger [1981]. This is caused by the lack of Gd from
Stillinger [1981] in the fitting process. However, it is also
likely that the data points from Stillinger [1981] are biased

high due to Red effects on vertical velocity (Appendix B).
The variations of Shd and Frd

�1 cause comparable variations
in lE/ld. For the other variables, variations due to Frd

�1 are
dominant, but the increase of Shd still causes significant
decreases of Gd, a, and Rif for low Frd

�1, and Prt for
high Frd

�1.

5. Some Comparisons With Field Data

[27] Since the proposed parameterizations are obtained
based on laboratory and numerical experiments, it is
important to see how the proposed parameterizations com-
pare with field data. Due to limited availability of field data
for this study, the purpose here is to show that the proposed
parameterizations are comparable with field data, so that
detailed comparison in the future is worthwhile.
[28] For the comparisons, we need to relate lE, used in the

proposed parameterizations, and the Thorpe scale lT, com-
monly used in the field data analysis. Itsweire et al. [1986]
and Itsweire et al. [1993] found lT/lE = 1.2 and 0.8 in labo-
ratory and DNS experiments, respectively, whereas Moum
[1996b] reports lT/lE = 1.7 from thermocline in a midlati-
tude ocean.
[29] The shear number Shd is an important parameter used

in this study, but Shd in the field is not reported in previous
studies. Here, Shd is estimated from correlations between
turbulent quantities from a thermally stratified lake by Saggio
and Imberger [2001] and from the equatorial Pacific by
Peters et al. [1995]. Saggio and Imberger [2001] sug-
gests ɛ/(nN2) = 5.3Rig

�3/2 under weak stratification for
their data. Combining the this relation and (4) leads to
Frd = 5.3�1/3Shd

�1(ɛ/(nN2))1/3. The slope of the data
shown in Figure 22b of Saggio and Imberger [2001]

Figure 4. Frd
�2 and Shd dependence of (a) lE/ld, (b) Prt, (c) a, and (d) Rif. Colors show range of Shd in the

same scale, and solid lines show proposed parameterizations (Table 3). In Figures 4b and 4d, only data
satisfying P > 0 and b > 0 are plotted. See Figure 1 for symbols.
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appears to agree with this dependence. Visual fitting
gives FrT = (0.2 � 0.3) � (ɛ/(nN2))1/3. Using lE/ld = 0.3
from the paper, and lT/lE = 1 due to lack of the data
from lakes, we get Shd = 6 � 10. Figure 11a of Peters et al.
[1995] appears to show FrT ∝ Rig

�1/2 for low Rig, although
scatter is large and the correlation is weak (Figure 6a). Using
the parameters obtained from laboratory and numerical
experiments and lT/lE = 1.7 from an ocean, the proposed
parameterization predicts magnitude that is about in the
middle of the scatter. Shear number dependence is unfortu-
nately small, but Shd = 5 � 15 are within the scatter of the
data. These limited cases suggest that Shd in the experiments
are comparable with estimates from the field.
[30] Since f2 and f3 are constrained through lE/ld, Prt, a,

and Rif, these parameters are compared to selected field data
(Table 4). Overall, the parameters are comparable between
laboratory and numerical experiments and the field, consid-
ering relatively large variation of lE/ld with Shd (Figure 4a).
A few points are worth noting here. Peters et al. [1995]

report an anomalous result, lE/ld = 4.4, in the equatorial
Pacific, and the reason is unclear. Moum [1996b] reports
constant lE/ld and lE/lB(= a1/2), and Figures 4a and 4c sug-
gests that it is possible at fixed Frd

�2. Moum [1996b] reports
ɛ = 0.73Nw2, which leads to Frd

�2 ≈ 17 assuming isotropy.
This Frd

�2 suggests that lE/ld and a found by Moum [1996b]
are lower than their limiting values at low and high Frd

�1,
respectively. Considering these, the comparisons suggest
that f2 and f3 are not very different in laboratory and
numerical experiments and in the field. Good estimates of
momentum and buoyancy fluxes in the field are required to
constrain f1 for high Frd

�1 because it determines how quickly
�B13 and G decreases with increasing stratification.

6. Reduction to Rig-Based Parameterizations

[31] By taking advantage of (4), the proposed para-
meterizations may be reduced to Rig-based parameterizations,
that are useful in idealized studies and numerical models
designed for computationally demanding runs, such as general

Figure 5. Comparison of measured and parameterized (a and b) P/ɛ and (c–f) b/ɛ. For ease of distin-
guishing Shd dependence, Figures 5c and 5e show b/ɛ for Shd < 11 and >9, respectively, and Figures 5d
and 5f for Frd

�2 < 23 and >13. In Figures 5a and 5b, the lower ends and upper ends (with symbols) of ver-
tical lines show, respectively, values before and after Red correction shown in Figure 2c. Colors show
range of Shd in Figures 5a, 5c, and 5e in the same scale and that of Frd

�2 in Figures 5b, 5d, and 5f. Solid
lines show proposed parameterizations (Table 3). See Figure 1 for symbols.
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circulation models [e.g., Large et al., 1994]. To obtain actual
eddy viscosity and diffusivity, turbulence intensity must be
specified by site-specific field data because the proposed
parameterizations are made independent of turbulence
intensity, and because it varies by orders of magnitude in the

field. Taking an approach similar to Shih et al. [2005], (11)
can be written as

nt
n
¼ �B13Sh

�1
d Red; ð18aÞ

kt

k
¼ PrGFr2dRed : ð18bÞ

Note that nt and kt are independent of n and k because n and
k appearing in the denominators cancel using Red = q4/(nɛ)
and Pr = n/k. However, n and k are retained in the above
equations because the measure of turbulence intensity are
usually reported in nondimensional form, such as ɛ/(nN2).
Now, some field data support a monotonic relationship
between Red and Rig. For low Rig, Saggio and Imberger
[2001] suggest ɛ/(nN2) ∝ Rig

�3/2 based on microstructure
measurements in the metalimnion of a stratified lake, and data
from estuaries byPeters [1997] and Stacey et al. [1999] appear
to support this relationship up to Rig ≈ 10. Using this
relationship, ɛ/(nN2) = Shd

�2Rig
�1Red, and the assumption of

constant Shd yield

Red ¼ Red0
Rig
Rig0

� ��1=2

; ð19Þ

where (Rig0, Red0) are a set of reference values. Combining
(18a), (18b), and (19) assuming constant Shd yields Rig-
based parameterizations.
[32] Figure 7 shows the functional forms for Lake

Kinneret, Israel, using Shd = 10 and (Rig0, Red0) = (0.1, 600),
estimated from Figure 19 of Saggio and Imberger [2001].
The proposed parameterization for kt/k lies within the
range of measured eddy diffusivity (i.e., directly measured
turbulent buoyancy flux divided by N2) in the lake by
Yeates [2008]. Considering the assumptions made in this
calculation, this result is encouraging. Compared to the data,
parameterized kt decreases more rapidly with increasing Rig,
suggesting that f1 might decrease more slowly with increas-
ing Frd

�1 in the field. Figure 7 provides further support that

Figure 6. Comparisons of (a) FrT and (b) Gd between pro-
posed parameterizations and field data from equatorial
Pacific by Peters et al. [1995]. For field data, FrT is calcu-
lated from Frt using l = 1.67lT (for details see Peters et al.
[1995]). Proposed parameterizations for FrE are calculated
using lE/ld in Table 3 and then converted to FrT using
lT/lE = 1.7, suggested by Moum [1996b]. Dotted, dash-
dotted, solid, and dashed lines show proposed parameteriza-
tion at Shd = 0, 5, 10, and 15, respectively, using fitting
coefficients from laboratory and numerical experiments
(Table 3). Although scatter is large for Gd, there is statis-
tically significant increase of Gd with increasing Rig for
low Rig [Peters et al., 1995].

Table 4. Comparison of Parameter Values Used in the Parameterizations With Selected Field Data

Article Location
lE
ld

Prt a ¼ lE
lB

� �2a
Gd Rif ¼ b

P

This study – 0.05 � 0.25 >0.8 <0.35 <0.35 <0.3
Oakey [1982, 1985] Rockwall Trough – – – 0.26 –
Gargett and Moum [1995] Haro Strait – – – 0.24 –
Peters et al. [1995] Equatorial Pacific (0�, 140�W) 4.4b – 0.16b 0.14c –
Moum [1996a, 1996b] NE Pacific (39�N, 135�15′W) 0.08d,e – 0.12b,d 0.3 � 0.4 –
Ruddick et al. [1997] NE Atlantic (24�27�N, 28�36�W) – – – 0.14 (fall),

0.22 (spring)
–

Ravens et al. [2000] Lake Baikal – – – 0.16 –
Etemad-Shahidi and Imberger [2001] Lake Biwa and Lake Kinneret 0.46f – – – –
Saggio and Imberger [2001] Lake Kinneret 0.30f,g 0.75 – – <0.19

aNote that a ≈ Gd at high Frd
�1 in the proposed parameterizations.

bAssuming lT/lE = 1.7 from NE Pacific Ocean [Moum, 1996b].
cMedian value. Increases with increasing stratification and reaches ≈0.2 under strong stratification (see Figure 6).
dLimiting value at high Frd

�1 may be larger (see text).
eAssuming isotropy (3w′2 ¼ q2), as done by Moum [1996a, 1996b].
fAssuming lT/lE = 1.0 due to lack of data from lakes.
gLimiting value under weak stratification.
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the proposed parameterizations are within the scatter of
field data.

7. Discussion

[33] This study successfully parameterized momentum
and buoyancy fluxes and the conversion rate of TPE to BPE
using Frd

�1 and Shd and constraints from (1) the limiting
behaviors of lE/ld, Prt, a, and Rif; (2) positiveness of Gd, a,
and Rif ; and (3) the governing equations (7a) and (7b). To
my knowledge, this is the first experiment-based mixing
parameterizations that systematically include individual
effects of shear and stratification. In particular, explicit
parameterizations of shear effects on G and Gd (Figures 3a,
3b, and 5c–5f) are new results of this study. A by-product of
this study is the parameterizations of various nondimen-
sional turbulent quantities, which may be useful in the future
(Table 3).
[34] For future assessments and improvements, potential

issues of the proposed parameterizations are summarized in
the following. First, Red effects may have been included
during the fitting process because of strong correlation
between Red and Frd

�1 (Figure 1) and increasing trend of
(Gd � a)/f1 with increasing Red (Figure 3f). The former is
probably not so significant for f2 and f3 because their slopes
with respect to Frd

�1 are fixed from the constraints, but it
would affect f1. Second, there is uncertainty in the behavior
of lE under strong stratification (i.e., lE � lB or lE � lO).
Third, Pr effects are considered to be significant [Lienhard
and van Atta, 1990; Smyth and Moum, 2000; Shih et al.,
2005], but they are neglected in this study because the ana-
lyzed shear flow data do not show clear Pr dependence.
Fourth, available data fill only limited part of the parameter
space (Figures 2 and 3), and more data points at low Frd

�1

and low Shd are required to refine fitting coefficients,

particularly Shd dependence. These points need to be
investigated in the future, when more data become available.
[35] The proposed parameterizations can be directly

compared to existing stability functions for two-equation
turbulence closure schemes. These stability functions
parameterize cm = ntɛ/EK

2 = 4(P/ɛ)Shd
�2 and cm ’ = ktɛ/EK

2 = 4
(b/ɛ)Frd

2 as functions of aN = Frd
�2/4 and aM = Shd

2/4
[Burchard and Bolding, 2001]. Stability functions by
Kantha and Clayson [1994] and Canuto et al. [2001] (as
presented by Burchard and Bolding [2001]) are chosen for
comparisons. These stability functions clearly overestimate
P/ɛ and b/ɛ under strong stratification (Figure 8). Kantha
and Clayson [1994] and Burchard and Deleersnijder
[2001] suggested an upper limit of Frd

�2 ≈ 78 and ≈25 for
the stability functions by Kantha and Clayson [1994] and
Canuto et al. [2001], respectively (the values are obtained
using conversions among variables suggested by Burchard
and Bolding [2001]); however, this does not prevent mix-
ing with high efficiency under strong stratification. Also,
both stability functions do not represent the increase of b/ɛ
with increasing Shd at high Frd

�1 (Figures 8c and 8d).
Although homogeneous stratified shear flows represent only
a special case in stratified shear flows in general, it would be
preferable that general purpose mixing parameterizations
reproduce the simplest case. The proposed parameterizations
may be combined with two-equation closure schemes in
principle, but parameterizations for unstable conditions are
necessary for general-purpose models, and numerical sta-
bility has to be tested.
[36] The derivation of Rig-based parameterizations in this

study provides some insight into their nature. It is well known
that no set of coefficients for Rig-based parameterization is
applicable to a wide range of conditions [e.g., Lozovatsky
et al., 2006, and references therein]. Equations (18a),
(18b), and (19) suggest that one of the reasons is the variation
of Red0, which is (using Rig0 = 0.1 and Shd = 10) ≈ 600 for
Lake Kinneret but ≈106 for Hudson River estuary and the
northern reach of San Francisco Bay (estimated from Fig-
ure 8 of Peters [1997] and Figure 18 of Stacey et al. [1999]).
Zaron and Moum [2009] noticed that eddy viscosity and
diffusivity vary nearly by an order of magnitude at the same
Rig but in different depth ranges in the equatorial Pacific, and
suggested that it is due to depth variation of mean flow
conditions. This could also be due to the variation of turbu-
lence intensity. This discouraged proposing Rig-based para-
meterizations of nt and kt for the equatorial Pacific and
comparing them against previous models by Pacanowski and
Philander [1981], Peters et al. [1988], Large et al. [1994],
and Large and Gent [1999].
[37] The results of this study suggest that it is worth con-

sidering Shd as one of basic parameters to analyze field data,
and investigating whether it causes systematic variations of,
for example, Gd, lE/ld, a, and G in the field (Figures 3a, 3b,
4a, 4c, and 5c–5f). The proposed parameterizations are
based on ld = q3/ɛ due to advantages mentioned in Intro-
duction. A disadvantage of this choice is that q is unavailable
in common microstructure measurements (commonly avail-
able variables are N, lT, lO, ɛ, and c). If one is interested only
in the weakly stratified regime (low Frd

�1), a cut-off lT/lO of
≈1 may be used to exclude data in the strongly stratified
regime, and a limiting (constant) value of lE/ld (Figure 4a)
may be used to convert lT to ld. Note that the limiting value is

Figure 7. Normalized eddy diffusivity predicted by Rig-
based parameterization (18a), (18b), and (19) for Lake
Kinneret. Shd = 10 is assumed, and (Rig0, Red0) = (0.1, 600)
is estimated from Figure 19 of Saggio and Imberger [2001].
Other fitting coefficients are from laboratory and numerical
experiments (Table 3). Vertical bars show measured eddy
diffusivity in the lake by Yeates [2008]. Bar range shows
eddy diffusivity that encompasses 66% of the dissipation
observations. Note that comparison becomes difficult at the
low end of Rig because Yeates [2008] included the data from
surface mixed layer where a Red-Rig relationship is clearly
different from (19).
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site specific (Table 4), possibly due to variation of Shd
(Figure 4a), so it must be established with turbulent velocity
measurements. If Shd takes a narrow range of values in the
field, as in the self-similar stage of homogeneous stratified
shear flows, parameterizations based on Shd and Frd

�1,
such as those proposed in this study, would be more
useful in the field because Frd

�1 (hence q) and other tur-
bulent quantities could be estimated from Gd (Figures 3a
and 3b) or lT/lO.
[38] The analysis in this study considers turbulence gen-

erated only by mean shear, not by instability or stochastic
internal waves that are important in oceans [e.g., Gregg,
1989; Kunze et al., 1990; Polzin et al., 1995; Polzin,
1996]. In homogeneous stratified shear flows, lE/lB and Gd

increase toward ≈0.6 and ≈0.3, respectively (and lE/lO ≈ 1.5
but slowly increases with time). In turbulent collapse of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, relevant to mixing due to sto-
chastic internal waves, lT/lO( ≈ lE/lO) and Gd decrease rapidly
toward ≈1 (but slowly decrease with time) and 0.2 � 0.4
[Smyth and Moum, 2000; Smyth et al., 2001]. This similarity
between the two cases may be expected because lE and lO in
the latter case become much smaller than the length scales of
background shear and stratification [Peltier and Caulfield,
2003]. The difference of the driving mechanisms might be
reflected in field data: oceanic data often show lE/lO ≈ 1 and
average Gd of 0.2 � 0.3 [e.g., Dillon, 1982; Moum, 1996a,
1996b], whereas in lakes lE/lO � 1 is common [e.g., Saggio
and Imberger, 2001; Yeates, 2008] and average Gd tends to
be ≈0.15 [Ravens et al., 2000; Wüest and Lorke, 2003].
Although the proposed parameterizations are comparable to
oceanic data when normalized for turbulence intensity
(Figure 6), this might be a special case because the data were

measured in the equatorial Pacific, where the equatorial
undercurrent induces strong and persistent shear [Peters
et al., 1995]. Overall, the proposed parameterizations
would be more relevant to coastal seas, estuaries, and lakes
away from the boundaries, where mean shear is more
important as a TKE source.

8. Conclusions

[39] This study proposed the parameterizations of non-
dimensional momentum and buoyancy fluxes, P/ɛ and
b/ɛ = G, and the conversion rate of TPE to BPE, Gd, as a
function of Shd = q2S/ɛ and Frd

�1 = q2N/ɛ. The results show
that Shd effects are important for P/ɛ, b/ɛ = G, and lE/ld, and
cause relatively small but significant systematic variations
on Gd, Prt, a, and Rif. The proposed parameterizations are
within the scatter of limited field data, and detailed com-
parison is worthwhile in the future. This study also proposed
a way to include turbulence intensity in Rig-based mixing
parameterizations, and showed that existing stability func-
tions for two-equation turbulence closure schemes are not
consistent with laboratory and numerical experiments under
strong stratification. The results of this study would serve
toward better mixing parameterizations of different
complexities.

Appendix A: Details of the Data Sets

[40] Primary data sources of this study are stratified shear
flow data. From Tavoularis and Corrsin [1981], the data
collected near the end of the wind tunnel (x/h = 11) are used
because the temperature field was about to reach an
asymptotic state there. Rig = 0.002 is mentioned in the paper,

Figure 8. Comparison of proposed parameterizations and stability functions by Kantha and Clayson
[1994] and Canuto et al. [2001]. For Canuto et al. [2001], parameter set A is used, and Frd

�2-capping sug-
gested by Burchard and Deleersnijder [2001] is applied.
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but Rig = 1.4 � 10�4 is calculated from Table 4 in the paper;
c is not available in the paper and estimated from the
equation for (half) the density variance

�u
∂
∂x

1

2
r′2

� �
¼ �r′w′

∂�r
∂z

� 1

2
c: ðA1Þ

Stillinger [1981] and Rohr et al. [1988b] collectively con-
ducted water channel experiments at Rig ≈ 0, 0.07, 0.10,
0.22, 0.35, 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3. The buoyancy fluxes of
Stillinger [1981] show significant oscillations after x/M = 30,
and only data at x/M = 20 and 30 are used. The cases with
the diffuser (M = 0.01524 m cases) used by Rohr et al.
[1988b] are excluded because the flow did not reach a self-
similar state. The v′2 is not available in these data sets, and

v′2 ¼ 27=73ð Þ u′2 þ w′2
� �

is used to estimate q (see

Appendix B). As suggested by Rohr et al. [1988b], c is
estimated from (A1) in an experiment in which r′2 remains
approximately constant at the later stage of the flow devel-
opment (but after the following bias correction). The r′2
from Rohr et al. [1988b] is consistently larger than other
data sets by a factor of ≈2. This can be seen by comparing
the time series of a with DNS results by Shih et al. [2000,
2005] (not shown), or from fitting error of a (Figure A1).
Furthermore, in a case c is estimated, Gd � a is negative, but
it should be positive from (13). Dividing r′2 by 2 results in
positive Gd � a and make the data consistent with other data
sets. Therefore, r′2 from Rohr et al. [1988b] is divided by a
factor of 2 in this study. This affects lE, but no correction is
made to b. Based on DNS results, Itsweire et al. [1993]
suggested that ɛ based on the longitudinal gradient of tur-
bulent velocity is biased low by a factor of ≈2 in sheared
flows. Although some bias is expected, no correction to ɛ is
made to the data from Rohr et al. [1988b] because they
report good collapse of velocity spectra at high wave num-
ber, and ‘correction’ of ɛ by a factor of 2 causes clear and
significant bias compared to other data sets. In LES by
Kaltenbach et al. [1994], molecular viscosity does not exist,

and Red is calculated based on the sub-grid scale viscosity,
as done in their paper. They mentioned that high Rig runs
(Rig = 0.5, 1.0) did not reach a self-similar state, so these
runs are classified as decaying shear flows. The DNS data-
base generated by Shih et al. [2000, 2005] includes model
runs with Rig = 0.04 � 1. Only high initial Reynolds runs
(Rel ≈ 89, whereRel is the Reynolds number based on
Taylor microscale) with Pr = 0.72 are used in this study.
Grid switching at odd nondimensional time St causes some
aliasing errors, which becomes more severe for higher Shd
runs [Lee et al., 1990]. For the self-similar shear flows, data
points just before the grid switching are used to avoid
aliasing errors. For the decaying shear flows, aliasing errors
are smaller, and either latter half between the switching or all
the data are used. The data from Webster [1964] and
Piccirillo and van Atta [1997] are excluded due to low
Reynolds numbers. High initial shear number cases [Lee et
al., 1990; de Souza et al., 1995; Jacobitz et al., 1997;
Jacobitz and Sarkar, 1999] are also excluded because it is
not clear whether these flows eventually reach a self-similar
state or not.
[41] Unstratified shear flow data and unsheared stratified

flow data are used to supplement the stratified shear flow
data. A low initial Reynolds number run done by Rogers and
Moin [1987] is included in order to show some Reynolds
number dependence (Appendix B). Rose [1966] and
Champagne et al. [1970], as well as cases L, M, N, O, and P
of Tavoularis and Karnik [1989], are excluded as TKE did
not show exponential growth in these experiments. For
unsheared stratified experiments by Itsweire et al. [1986]
and Lienhard and van Atta [1990], v′2 ¼ u′2 is assumed to
estimate q, as done by Ivey and Imberger [1991]. Water
channel data by Stillinger et al. [1983] are not used due to
the lack of reported c and availability of similar experiments
by Itsweire et al. [1986]. Wind tunnel data by Yoon and
Warhaft [1990] are excluded because the growth rates of
TKE and TPE could not be calculated.

Appendix B: Reynolds Number Effects on B11

and B33 and the Estimation of v′2

[42] Red effects are fortunately weak in many turbulence
parameters, but they strongly affect B11 ¼ u′2=q2 � 1=3 and
B33 ¼ w′2=q2 � 1=3 (Figure B1). A good collapse of B11

and B33 is obtained using ɛ/(nS2) = RedShd
�2, a nondimen-

sional parameter used by Corrsin [1958], Itsweire et al.
[1993], and Saddoughi and Veeravalli [1994]. In stratified
cases, the interdependence of Shd, Frd

�1, and Rig makes it
difficult to distinguish the effects of shear and strati-
fication (e.g., ɛ/(nN2) gives worse but reasonable col-
lapse); however, collapse of the data including unstratified
shear flow cases by Rogers and Moin [1987] confirms that
this is primarily due to shear being large compared to
turbulence intensity. The increase and decrease of B11 and
B33 with decreasing ɛ/(nS2) are approximately similar in
magnitude, so B22 = � B11 � B33 is more or less inde-
pendent of ɛ/(nS2). Therefore, when v′2 is unavailable, it is

estimated as 27=73ð Þ u′2 þ w′2
� �

, using u′2=q2 ¼ 0:51 ,

v′2=q2 ¼ 0:27, and w′2=q2 ¼ 0:22 [Tavoularis and Karnik,
1989].

Figure A1. Ratio of measured a to parameterized a as a
function of Red. The upper ends and lower ends (with sym-
bols) of vertical lines show values before and after the bias
correction for r′2 from Rohr et al. [1988b] (inverted trian-
gles). Data points from Stillinger [1981] also deviate from
1, but this is because the parameterized a does not capture
the trend of the data very well (Figure 4c). Shading indicates
fitting within a factor of 1.4. See Figure 1 for symbols.
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